Abstract. This paper gives the criteria for the system of initial operators to possess the c(ii)-property and the generalized c(ii)-property.
Introduction
In 1988, D. Przeworska-Rolewicz was the first who introduced and considered the general interpolation problems induced by a right invertible operator with initial operators (see [1] - [7] ). In 1990, one of us gave the necessary and sufficient condition for the general interpolation problems to be well-posed (see [4] ). Note that all results in mentioned works are based on the (c)-property of the initial operators. It is known that every initial operator F of the right invertible operator D possesses (c)-property if and only if dim ker D = 1 (see [1] ). In particular, if D is the right invertible operator in the linear space X and dim ker D > 2, then there exists a class of initial operators of D which does not possess the (c)-property. In [5] , the authors introduced so-called generalized (c)-property of the system of initial operators and studied some general interpolation problems. However, there is a lack of an acceptable general criterion for a system of initial operators to possess the (c)-property or the generalized (c)-property. If dim ker D > 1, there exist many initial operators that still possess the (c)-property, only. The initial operators of the right invertible operators play a key role for solving interpolation problems, and initial value problems (see [2] , [5] , [6] , [7] and references therein).
The main result of this paper is to give the necessary and sufficient condition for the system of initial operators to possess the (c)-property or the generalized (c)-property.
Initial operator
Let X be a linear space over a scalar field K. In most application, one has K. -R or K, = C. Denote by L(X) the set of all linear operators having domain and image in X. Write Lq{X) = {A G L(X) : domvl = X}. Denote by R(X) the set of all right invertible operators belonging to L(X) (see [1] ).
In the sequel, we assume that dim ker D > 0, i.e. D is not invertible. i -1,2,. .., n, j G N, the operator S^CijS are the diagonal matrices.
Tij(E)=Cij(E).

THEOREM 3.2. The system {Fj}possesses the generalized c(R)-property if and only if there exists an invertible matrix S so that for every
In another words, {^}i=Tn possesses the generalized c(R)-property if and only if there exists a system of basic vectors E* = {Zm}m=Tq of ker D such that all operators T\j are represented by the diagonal matrices under system E*.
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that ker£) = 0£ =1 Z u , and We then write (3.6) Tij(E*) = Tij(E*).
Put
There exists a linear transform S domain E to image E*, provided E and E* are together the systems of basic vectors of ker D. From (3.4) and (3.5) it follows rij = S~1CijS, i = 1,2,..., n, je N.
Sufficiency. Suppose that there exists an invertible matrix S so that for every i = 1, 2,..., n and for j € N, S~1CijS = Tl3 are the diagonal matrices. Suppose that The theorem is proved.
• We say that A^ is equivalent to A; if for alH = 1,2,..., n, j G N, r yl]k = 7^7. In this case, we write A^ = AWe divide the set E* into equivalent classes as follows e* = e* if and only if A j = A j.
Suppose that the system E* is divided into p disjoint classes, i.e. 
